[Handwriting]
Record Number Two:

I, STANLEY SEARLE, in my status as an individual, and as the Special Representative with sufficient power-of-attorney for this act granted by Mrs. LORNA KAY JOYCE SEARLE, hereby recorded that by virtue of the endorsement, sale, and transfer of all the shares in the company to COSTA RICA INVESTMENTS, LLC, a company organized and existing in accordance with the laws of Delaware, United States of America, the capital stock of the company is a total of exactly ten
thousand colones, represented by two common nominative shares of five thousand colones each, all owned by COSTA RICA INVESTMENTS LLC. That is all. In witness whereof, I hereby sign in the city of San José, at 11:00 am on May 3, 2006.

[Illegible signature]
A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away, there was a planet named Earth. Life as we know it began billions of years ago. Over time, life evolved into complex forms, leading to the development of intelligent beings.

In accordance with the principles of the Galactic Federation of Scientists, we must continue our research to understand the mysteries of the universe. Our goal is to unlock the secrets of life and its place in the cosmic tapestry.

Let's continue our study of the universe and its inhabitants. Together, we can make significant discoveries that will benefit all life forms.

Spanish Original

Appendix B.10
todo en dos acciones comunes y nominativas de cinco mil colones cada una, todas propiedad de COSTA RICA INVESTMENTS LLC. Es todo. En fe de lo anterior, fírmelo en la ciudad de San José, al seis (6) de mayo del dos mil seis.

[Signature]

[Handwritten date: 03]